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VII

S. Douglas Olson

FROM 'CANONICAL' LITERATURE TO ALCIPHRO

Abstract

This paper undertakes a detailed examination of the language of
four of Alciphro's Letters ofFarmers and argues that the source of
much of the learning on display is likely not the primary texts
themselves but secondary scholarship. The Letters can thus be understood

as important evidence for how 'canonical' literature was received
in the so-called 'Second Sophistic' period, and indeed for what that
'canon' was.

In his initial charge for these Entretiens, Andreas Willi described

their goal as "exploring to what extent our understanding of
literature in the Greek world is enriched if, for once, we see

in its language not just a diffuse recording instrument, but an
artistically manipulated tool for the creation of meaning". In
this paper, I attempt to tie together the handling of a number
of 'canonical' works of Greek literature by Hellenistic and
Roman-era lexicographers with the Epistles of Alciphro, from
the third century CE or so, with particular attention to some
of the Letters ofFarmers. Exploring Alciphro's work in this way,
I argue, offers insight into his literary style and training and his

expectations of his audience, while also shedding light on a

largely obscure chapter in the history of the ancient reception
of earlier literature.

As a preliminary example of the question I am attempting to
address, consider a single three-word phrase from section 3 of
Epistle 2, 19 (discussed in more detail below), Tpfnrjv t<xuty)v
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Yjfxépav, literally "this the third day", i.e. "two days ago, the day
before yesterday". This is a relatively rare expression, attested

once in Menander in precisely this form (although divided
across two verses)1 and as simple ^pépav Tpfnrjv in Xenophon,
Plato, Antiphanes, and Menander again;2 glossed by Pollux and

Zonaras, the latter seemingly drawing on Orus and citing the

passages of Xenophon, Antiphanes, and Menander;3 and used

three more times by Alciphro, multiple times by Lucian in the
form xpLTTjv Yipepav, and once by Aelian in the form Tpvnrjv [...]
T7]v •rçpipav. Put another way, Tpfr/jv tocuty;v -rçpipav is a patent
Atticism, which has been mined out of various fifth- and

fourth-century Athenian texts by ancient scholars and taken

over by 'Second Sophistic' authors.5 In what follows, I show that
similar vocabulary drawn from similar sources appears again
and again in the Epistles,6 a point rarely made in the secondary
literature in anything more than general terms, obscuring what
Alciphro is doing and what he expects from his readers. More
important, I argue that much of this literary and social color
likely comes not direct from Middle and New Comedy or other
texts from the same period, as is generally but again often only
vaguely asserted,7 but from what we today would call secondary

1 Men. fr. 894.
2 Thuc. 8, 23, 1; Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 11; Antiphan. fr. 276 K.-A.; Men. Epit.

440.
3 Poll. 1, 67; Zonar. p. 1744 Tittmann Orus fr. A 79 Alpers.
4 Alciphr. 1, 1, 1; 2, 18, 1; 2, 30, 1; cf. 3, 28, 1. In Lucian. at e.g. Tox. 58;

Dial. deor. 14, 1. In Aellan. at NA 7, 10.
5 For the so-called 'Second Sophistic' movement and the political and cultures

anxieties that drove it, see esp. Bowie (1970).
6 Schmid (1887-1897) is the standard reference, but is so dense as to be almost

unusable and in any case omits discussion of Alciphro. Vieillefond (1979) 126-
129 offers scattered specific remarks on the topic.

7 KÖNIG (2013) 187 n. 1 lists recent treatments of Alciphro's sources or
supposed sources, none of them substantial. See also Funke (2016), esp. 224-229,
who attempts to trace the influence of Menander in Alciphro, but ultimately
concedes that the links have to do mostly with language and plot-motifs rather
than specific allusions to or reworkings of individual known texts. The classic
discussion is VOLKMANN (1886), who again mosdy establishes generic rather than
specific connections in the language.
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scholarly sources, and that a familiarity with learning of that
sort and an appreciation of virtuoso displays of it must have
been a vital part of reading and enjoying Alciphro and authors
like him.8 A considerable amount of sophisticated work has

been done on the Epistles over the last twenty years or so,
concentrating on their character as letters, on the communicative
strategies and ironies that result from putting exceedingly refined
words in the mouths of seemingly unrefined characters, and on
the relationship between the text and standard Second Sophistic
rhetorical exercises.9 My goal is not to disallow or replace
observations made on the basis of such readings of the Epistles, but
to supplement and set them in context, allowing us to see more
of Alciphro and to gain a better understanding of the literary
and scholarly traditions that lie behind his work.

To make the implications of the argument clear, I begin
with some remarks about the history ofAttic comedy, its scholarly

reception in the ancient world, and how that scholarship
appears to have been put to use in the Second Sophistic period.
At least a thousand comedies were likely performed in Athens
in the fifth and fourth centuries alone, although only eleven by
Aristophanes have come down to us through the manuscript
tradition, along with a handful of others by Menander, some
of them more or less complete, preserved in papyri. Beyond
this, we have thousands of fragments, most of them quoted by
authors of the Roman and Byzantine periods. The scholars

working in Alexandria and in other centers of learning
influenced by the Library generally have quite specific interests,

many of which we today would describe as 'antiquarian':
producing lists of historical persons ranging from politicians to
philosophers to prostitutes, and of whatever information could
be gleaned about them; catalogues of e.g. fish and how they
were caught and prepared (cf. the work of the otherwise obscure

8 Thus also SCHMITZ (2004) 101-102, referring specifically to POLL. 1, 96-98
on fishing vocabulary, but not taking the discussion much further than this.

9 See esp. Rosenmeyer (2001) 255-307; Schmitz (2004); König (2007);
König (2013), esp. 197-205; Vox (2013); Drago (2018).
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Dorion, which likely supplied most of the material for Athe-
naeus Book 7), cups (whence much of Athenaeus Book 11),
and wreathes (whence portions of Athenaeus Book 15); collections

of legal and political terms and their definitions (cf. what
survives of Harpocration) and of apothegms (represented today
by the corpus of paroemiographers); and most significant for
this paper, studies of vocabulary in 'good authors' however
defined (whence much of the material in Pollux and in the

mostly lost or severely epitomized Atticist lexicographers).
Comedy was particularly useful for such purposes, since it talks
in detailed, graphic terms about individual persons, food, drink,
furniture, and the like, and uses colorful, colloquial language.
This enormous enterprise of reading, research, and excerpting
appears to have been carried out in the conviction that the texts
and periods in which the Alexandrians and their academic
descendants were interested were deeply significant, or at any
rate more significant than their own times. Homer in particular
mattered, as did texts from late fifth- and fourth-century Athens,
and whatever the original point of all this scholarly excerpting,
list-making, and glossing was, a large part of why Homer and
fifth- and fourth-century literature came to matter for aspiring
Roman-era sophisticates was because the latter often aspired to
write or speak in 'good classical Greek'.

One means to that end was to read widely and carefully in
ancient authors, so as to develop a sense of appropriate vocabulary

and style and an ability to refer casually to important
figures, events, and institutions from the past. Practically speaking,

extensive research and study of this kind must not have
been an option for most people, both because it required a

library and a considerable investment of time and because the

judgments in question depended on substantial scholarly expertise.

The obvious alternative was to rely on others, i.e. on one's
teachers but also on handbooks such as those of Moeris and

Phrynichus, which offered advice as to what the proper Attic
term was for various koine words, or on thesauruses like that of
Pollux. That such learning could be badly applied or taken too
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far is apparent from Athenaeus' anecdotes about Pompeianus of
Philadelphus, who used to say things like "I'm hastening off to
destruction" (à—oÀoufxevoç l—eiyofxaO when he meant "I'm
hurrying off to take a bath",10 from Lucian's satire of the
learned Lexiphanes, who committed similar blunders, and from
the boorish behavior of Athenaeus' symposiarch Ulpian, who
was nicknamed Keitoukeitos because he always asked xsItou r\ où

xeTtou; ("Is this mentioned anywhere [in 'good literature'] or is

it not?") when food was presented to him.11 But the goal appears
to have been to display one's elegance and sophistication by
using Greek nominally appropriate to an educated contemporary

of Euripides, Aristophanes, Demosthenes, or Menander,
all leavened with a bit of Herodotus, Homer, or whatever else

the individual in question or his scholarly masters regarded as

a 'classic'. This high-stakes antiquarianism in turn implies the
existence of a reading and listening public keenly attuned to
such distinctions and able to appreciate the presence of an
otherwise obscure mot juste, the use of an approved combination
of particles or a well-chosen image, or a knowing allusion to a

famous text or institution.
In what follows, I use a close study of four of the Letters of

Farmers to argue that - whatever their other meanings and

purposes - Alciphro's Epistles can be productively read as

stylistically oriented exercises whose wit consists not just in their
charmingly colorful depictions of socially marginal and generally

put-upon fictional characters, but in their insistent, highly
wrought use of language and antiquarian information of the
sort Hellenistic and Roman-era scholars were concerned to
assemble and analyze. Indeed, this can easily be understood as

one of the central points of the Epistles-, their seeming lack of
substantial content disguises an extraordinary intellectual busyness

just below the surface of the text which contemporary
readers were concerned with and well-equipped to detect. My

10 See Ath. 3, 97f-98c.
11 Ath. 1, le.
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larger contention is that much of this learning or apparent
learning is to be traced to scholarly sources and school training
rather than to a profound immersion in the original texts
themselves. Two methodological points must be made in advance.
The first is that the loss of most ancient Greek literature makes

our task more difficult. In a number of cases, I argue that
Alciphro references - likely at second hand - a specific passage
of e.g. Homer, Sophocles, Euripides, or Demosthenes. If this is

in fact part of his method of composition or of the nature of
his sources, there must be other, similar allusions we are no
longer in a position to identify. The saving grace is that our
canon - not coincidentally - appears to overlap to a substantial

extent with the one with which Alciphro and his contemporaries
and predecessors were working. We have the two great

Homeric epics; Herodotus and Thucydides; a considerable
number of plays by Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and
Aristophanes; a large amount of Lysias, Demosthenes, Plato, and

Xenophon; and thousands of comic fragments, mostly selected

precisely for their value as evidence for fifth- and fourth-
century language, customs, and historical events and persons.
That Alciphro and the secondary authorities he knew and relied

upon had more of some of these authors and their contemporaries

than we do thus does not leave us entirely in the dark.
Second, the lexicographic tradition itself is badly battered, as a

consequence ofwhich I can demonstrate conclusively only in a

few cases that this is the source from which Alciphro got his
material. Instead, I will routinely cite Homer and fifth- and

fourth-century texts, on the one hand, and Alciphro and to a

lesser extent Lucian, Aelian,12 and Philostratus (who seem to
work in a similar manner), on the other, and will argue that the
links between the two bodies of material leave little doubt as to

12 For the relationship between Aelian and Alciphro, see Reich (1894)
26-45; BONNER (1909) 32-44, arguing that the two authors drew independently
on older literary sources (which Bonner assumes both studied at first hand), with
comments in the second section regarding Alciphro and Longus (responding to
Reich [1894] 46-50); DRAGO (2013).
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how they are connected. This means that I will occasionally
resort to speculation, that some of the arguments I advance are

stronger than others, and that many points remain obscure.
But the case I am building is cumulative, and I hope to show
that there are so many certain examples of such appropriation
that we should assume it even when the evidence is not entirely
clear.

I begin with Alciphro 2, 19 (Polyalsos to Eustaphylus),
discussed briefly above, and in particular with sections 3-4, where
the evidence is denser and more interesting than in the first two
sections, allowing the rest of the letter to be read in light of the

pattern they establish:

(1) nXayytbv Ss to (2) MeXivalov xovlSiov, ô (ê)Tpé<pop,£v

(3) aÖuppa ty] SsCTTiotvY] TrpoCTYjvéç, otto Tvjç ayav (4) Xi^veiaç
S7Ù to xpsaç èppyjctav xeÏTod aoi (5) TpiTrjv TaÛTrjv rjpépav
(6) exTaSrjv vsxpov (7) p.u8rjoav. IXaOov oùv (8) èiti xaxcù
xaxov (9) àvappiTiîaaç. xai tiç trapà Ttji (10) GXuOpcoTrcù
TÛv TOtooTtov CToyyvwgY]; çso^ogsOa (11) fj jtoSiùv ëx°Bev>
(12) x<*ipÉTfa) Sè ô àypoç xai (13) Tapà rrawa. (14) <ï»pa yàp
(15) acûÇeiv èauTÔv, xai gyj (to) (16) jraOelv àvapéveiv
àXXà Trpô toû TraOelv cpuXàÇaaOai.

"Little Plangon, however, the Maltese puppy we were raising as

a pet to please my mistress, rushed too greedily at the bait, and

now, you see, it lies outstretched, already a mouldering corpse,
dead for two days now. So, unawares, I heaped trouble on trouble.

And what mercy will be found in the old churl's heart
for such offences? Good-bye to the farm and all my possessions!
It's time to save my own skin and, instead ofwaiting for trouble,
to take measures before it arrives."13

(1) IlXayycov is a personal name in Demosthenes as well as the

name of a notorious prostitute in late fourth-century Athenian
comedy.14 Alciphro's choice of it is thus most easily read as a

bit of antiquarian color, particularly since it shows up again in
the Epistles at 4, 13, 12, where it belongs to a courtesan. (2) A

13 Translation adapted from Benner / Fobes (1949), as also below.
14 Dem. 9, 3; Anaxil. fr. 22, 8 K.-A.; the tide of a play by Eubulus; Timocl.

fr. 27, 2 K.-A.
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MeàltocTov xuvlSlov is mentioned also by Philostratus, three
times by Aelian, and twice by Lucian, always in precisely this

way, as well as by a number of other Roman-era authors.15 This
thus looks like an Atticist trope, the earliest mention of such

dogs being in Aristotle and Theophrastus.16 (3) ocöuppa in the

sense "toy, source of childish delight" is attested in early epic
and subsequently in Sappho and Euripides.17 Put another

way, this is a poetic rarity, the sort of word one might expect a

lexicographer to pick up. The combination with Tpécpco, on the
other hand, is not standard, but appears also once in Philostratus
and once in Aelian.18 That seems unlikely to be coincidence,
and this is probably a prescribed combination based on a now-
lost examplar. (4) Ai^veia is attested before the Roman period
only in Xenophon, Plato, Aristotle, and Aeschines Socraticus.19

This must thus have been identified as 'good Attic vocabulary',
in support of which one may note that Lucian has it seven
times, Aelian twice.20 Whether the combination with ocyav is

also intended as an Atticism is unclear, although LSJ s. v. "with
a substantive" (with definite article) includes only Attic examples.

(5) TpiTY]v TocuTTjv •rçpépav, another Atticism, is discussed
above. (6) Adverbial exta&Tjv is attested twice in Euripides,21
but nowhere else before the Roman period, when it appears
three more times in Alciphro and twice in Lucian.22 In all these

15 Philostr. Imag. 2, 17, 13; Ael. NA 7, 40; 13, 42; 16, 4; Lucian. Symp.
19; Philops. 27 (always specifically xuvl&lov MsXltoiov); also PLUT. Mor. 472c;
STRAB. 6, 277 60ev Ta xuvtôia a xaXouat MeAt/raTa; AESOP. Fab. 75, 3 H.-H.
MeX(,TaTa ximSia.

16 ARIST. Hist. an. 612b 10 to [Asysôoç ^Xlxov MeXiTatov ximSiov tcùv

[xixpcov; cf. [ARIST.] Pr. 892a21; THEOPHR. Char. 21, 9 xuvapLou 8è MeXiTafou.
17 E.g. II. 15, 363; H. Cer. 16; Sapph. fr. 44, 9 L.-P.; Eur. fr. 272 Kannicht.
18 Ael. NA 6, 29 (from Phylarchus); Philostr. Imag. 2, 17, 13.
19 E.g. XEN. Oec. 1, 22; Pl. Resp. 519b; Arist. Part. an. 660b9; Aeschin.

Socr. fr. 34, 7 Dittmar.
20 E.g. Lucian. Merc. cond. 24; Lex. 25; Ael. NA 7, 34; 13, 2.
21 Eur. Tro. 463; Phoen. 1698 £XTaSY)v goi xslctBov.
22 AlcIPHR. 3, 15, 4 £XTa8Y)v x£?C70ai V£xpov; 3, 19, 7 £XTaSy)v x£L[X£VOç; 3,

36, 4 £XTa8Y)v x£irai; LUCIAN. Dial. mort. 12, 5 £XTaSv)v x£L[X£vov; 17, 2 £xtocSt)v

£X£L[XY)V.
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cases, the adverb is associated with a form of xelpou, as in this

passage, and here it has the dative as well, as in Phoenissae.

There can thus be little doubt that this is another prescribed
expression and that Alciphro is (consciously or not) echoing
Euripides, although with no obvious larger point. (7) pu&occo

(literally "be damp") is a rare verb of interest to the lexicographers.23

It seems to be used of a dead body before the Roman
period only at Soph. Ant. 410 pu&cov ts ctcopoc, but then appears
in that sense not only here but also at 1, 20, 2 and in Lucian.24

While this might be coincidence, more likely both authors
found the use discussed and approved of in some secondary
authority. (8) xocxov ercl xaxcji is a matter of a different sort.
The phrase appears repeatedly in later authorities as a gloss on
7tup S7ul Tîupî at Pi. Leg. 666a, and given Alciphro's general
fondness for gnomic material, it is tempting to think that — like
the other 'wise sayings' that fill his work - it is drawn from a

paroemiographer.25 Whether that means that "Evil upon evil"
was already found in now-lost classical sources, or its mere presence

in a secondary source, even if as a gloss, was good enough
for Alciphro to take it over, is unclear. (9) ocvappuuÇco appears
also at 4, 8, 2, as well as three times in Lucian and once in
Athenaeus.26 Phrynichus seems to have been interested in the
word, as was whatever lexicographer (excerpted in Photius)
cited Pherecrates fr. 27 K.-A., and Pollux treats it as well.27

This creates the impression that the word - also preserved in
fragments of Antiphanes and Demades28 - was regarded as an

23 HSCH. [X 1783 fXuSôvTeÇ' StUypatVOVTEÇ. (T7)7t6fXeVO!,, 1784 fXuSÖOT' (TE(T7)[X-

[xévotç; Synag. fx 285 [xuSôvteç' ppé^ovTeç, Siuypafxfxévoi, otctcvteç.
24 Lucian. Philops. 11; Dial. mort. 12, 5 fxuSwvTa [...] xaxà vojxov à7tâvTcov

TÖv atofxàT<ov "mouldering in the manner of all bodies"; cf. Ael. NA 15, 18 7)

crocp£ [xuSyjst).
25 For 7t0p I—! TOjpî, note Ar. fr. 469, 2 K.-A.; Pl. Leg. 666a with Zenob. 5,

69 PHOT. 7t 1562 (etc.) PAUS. Att. 7t 45) 7tapoifxîa, fxéfxvTjToa xal nxdc-
Ttov- xaxiv £7ti xaxâi.

26 Lucian. Anac'b. 21, 26; Tim. 6; Ath. 13, 570a.
27 Phryn. PS ff. 219* de Borries (from Photius Suda Synag. - Hsch.);

PHOT, a 1638, citing Pherecr. fr. 27 K.-A.; POLL. 6, 129.
28 Antiphan. ff. 200, 16 K.-A.; Demad. ff. 78.
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Attic rarity and was used by Alciphro and his contemporaries
on that account. (10) axu0p<O7r6ç is attested first in Aeschylus
and then in Euripides, Aristophanes, Xenophon, and Plato.29

It appears elsewhere five times in Alciphro, repeatedly in Lucian,
and in Aelian,30 all of whom clearly use it to create the impression

of a good colloquial style. (11) Alciphro has fj noS&v eyeiv
("as fast as one can") also at 3, 36, 4, and Aelian uses the same

- otherwise unusual - expression repeatedly.31 This is thus

most easily explained as a taught phrase modeled on Herodotus32

and here perhaps specifically Pl. Grg. 507d àxoÀamocv &è

cpsuxTsov œç éyzi tcoScov IxatJTOç Yjpcov "each of us must flee
licentiousness as fast as his feet will carry him". (12) yatpsTco in
the sense "A long goodbye to", i.e. "Enough of!, To hell with!"
is attested in Herodotus, Euripides, and comedy33 and seems to
be a late fifth-century colloquialism. Lucian also has it twice,34

suggesting that this was another taught expression. (13) Although
Tapà 7tàvTa seems unremarkable, it is attested only four times:
here, in Lucian, in Philostratus,35 and at Eur. Supp. 1126. The
latter is thus most likely the model for the Roman-era passages.
(14) (Spot (ècttl) plus infinitive is found twice in Homer and
then (as LSJ notes) "also in Trag(edy) and Attic". Alciphro has

the expression at two other points;36 Lucian and Aelian use it;37
and it is tempting to think that this too was a taught expression.

29 Aesch. Cho. 738; e.g. Eur. Ale. 797; Ar. Lys. 707; Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 12;

e.g. Pl. Symp. 206d.
30 Alciphr. 1, 13, 3; 3, 28, 2; 3, 36, 2; 4, 2, 3; 4, 7, 8; e.g. Lucian. Pise. 12;

Merc. cond. 33; Ael. VH 14, 22; Epist. 15, 23; Aristaenet. 1, 17, 16-17.
31 Ael. NA 2, 39 ft 7toSôiv eyei cpuyyjç apyeTai; 3, 21 ft 7toS£>v eïyev àvéôei;

6, 48 àç eïyev È7u0up.îaç xal 7toS£>v; 10, 48 oî pèv eöeov ft toSöv eïyov.
32 HdT. 6, 116, 1 A07)vaToi Sè mç toSöv eïyov TocyntTa è(3oft0eov èç to ôottu

"the Athenians lent aid to the city as fast as their feet would carry them"; 9, 59,
2 èSttoxov mç 7toSöv éxactToi elyov "they pursued as fast as each group's feet
would carry them".

33 E.g. Hdt. 2, 117; 4, 96, 2; Eur. Med. 1044; Men. Epit. 573; Phoenic.
fr. 4, 2 K.-A.

34 Lucian. Here. 8, 2; Gall. 33, 4.
35 Lucian. Dial. mort. 18, 1; Philostr. VA 5, 38.
36 Alciphr. 2, 32, 3; 3, 5, 2.
37 E.g. Lucian. lud. voc. 6, 10; Iupp. trag. 14; Ael. VH 1, 21; 2, 34.
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(15) Alciphro uses crcoÇew éauTov also at 3, 11, 2, which
suggests that he thought he had good authority for the expression.
Both passages appear to be specific echoes of Pi. Grg. 512d àXX'

aÙTO tout' èaTtv àpsT^, to trcpÇeiv auTov "but this is virtue: to
save oneself'. Whether the quotation is drawn from Plato himself

or has come to Alciphro through a secondary authority is

uncertain; the line is memorable enough to have drawn notice
in either case. The same is true of (16) tcocOsIv àvapéveiv àXXà

7tpo too —aOeïv cpuX<x£aa6ou, which quotes and then alludes to
Dem. 19, 224 IxXeXuaôou [J.oi SoxsIts xal 7ra0eïv àvapiveiv Ta
Seivà, ÉTÉpouç §è 7ràayovTaç opcovTsç où cpuXaTTSoOai. "you
seem to me to have grown slack and to be waiting to suffer

terrors, and although you see others suffer them, not to be

protecting yourselves", a passage picked out for discussion also

by Hermogenes and Tiberius.
This is only the first half of Epistle 2, 19, and these are only

the echoes and allusions to earlier texts we can see today. It is

nonetheless striking how much ofAlciphro's language has been
taken over from earlier authors and in ways that suggest not so
much a witty 'Hellenistic' allusiveness as a careful, concerted
effort to use authorized vocabulary, constructions, and references

easily understood as drawn from lexicographic sources or
the like. Put another way, Alciphro 2, 19,4 does not appear to
be commenting on or 'playing with' Plato and Demosthenes
but to be quoting them - perhaps better put, reusing their
language — in a primarily stylistic exercise. A similar impression is

created by the first two sections of the letter:

(17) Ttâyrjv laTYjaa êm Taç (18) puapàç àXwTisxaç (19) xpeâ-
Siov T?jç (20) axavSàXvjç (21) àjrapTYjaaç. ènsl yàp ênoXé-

gouv Tac (22) aTacpuXâç, (23) xal où pôvov Tac (22bis)
pâyaç sxoTTTov (23bis) àXX' ï]8y] xal (24) ôXoxXY)pouç ättsts-
gvov xwv (22tris) olvàpcov toùç ßoTpu?, è Ssctti6ty]ç Sè stxkjty]-
aserOai. (25) xaTrjyyéXXeTO - àpyaXéoç avOpwTioç xal Sptgùç,
(26) yvcofjûSia xal jrpoßouXeupäTia (27) auvexâ>ç êrcl (28)
Tfjç Ilvuxàç A07]valotç slaY]yoùp,svoç, xal tioXXoùç Stà (29)
axaiÖTr)Ta Tpöxou xal (30) 8eivÔTï)Ta pY]p,aTwv (28bis) ènl
toùç ëvSexa àyaywv - Sslaaç p,Y] ti TraOoipu xàyw (31) xal
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TaÜTOl TOIOUTOU (toG) SsCTTTOTOU OVTOÇ, TYjV (32) xXétïtiv àXco-

Tisxa auXXaßwv sßouXop/qv TiapaSouvat. àXX' f\ piv oùy Vjxs-

"I set a trap for those cursed foxes, with a bit of meat tied to the
trigger. They were raiding the vines, not only chewing at the

grapes but going so far as to bite whole clusters off of them;
and it was reported that my master was about to arrive - he is a
harsh and bitter man, who is continually proposing trifling
decrees and resolutions to the Athenians on the Pnyx and who,
by his rough ways and skillful oratory, has previously sent many
a man to the Eleven. So since I was afraid, especially considering
what sort of man my master is, that something might happen to
me as well, I wanted to catch the thieving fox and turn it over
to him. But the fox never came near the trap."

(17) TtayT] is found four times in Herodotus and subsequently in
Xenophon, Plato, and Aristotle,38 and is easily explained as having
been picked up by Alciphro as fifth/fourth-century vocabulary.
(18) puapoç is attested already at II. 24, 420, but is extremely rare
before the fifth century and then common in comedy, Plato, and
Demosthenes.39 It is also common in Alciphro, as well as in
Lucian,40 both of whom apparently regard it as "good colloquial
vocabulary", prapoç and «XoiTtTjÇ, are combined elsewhere only at
Ar. Thesm. 1133 procpoç àXcoTt•/)!•, otov emT/jxtlp p.ou Whether the
echo is significant is impossible to say, but there is no obvious
direct reference to the Aristophanic passage (where the reference is

to a deceptive woman) and Alciphro may have got the combination,

but divorced of its original context, from a secondary authority.

(19) and (21) Diminutive xpsijcSiov (also once in Aelian and

glossed by Pollux)41 and the compound aTtapTaco are fifth/fourth-
century Attic vocabulary42 and likely appear in Alciphro for that

38 E.g. HdT. 2, 121 ; subsequently at Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 39; PL. Leg. 824; ArisT.
Mir. 834a9.

39 E.g. Ar. Eq. 239; Pl. Resp. 589e; Dem. 18, 134.
40 Alciphr. 2, 2, 1; 2, 16, 3; 2, 21,1; 3, 3, 1; 3, 26, 4; 3, 36, 2; e.g. Lucian.

Iupp. trag. 19; Tim. 34.
41 ALL. NA 2, 47; Poll. 6, 33.
42 xpeijcStov: e.g. Ar. Plut. 227; Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 13; Cephis. fr. 8 K.-A.; Alexis

fr. 180, 2 K.-A. Also Hippoc. Epid. 7, 3, 38 5, 372, 4 Littré. aro/p-räto: e.g.
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reason. (20) axavSaXz], by contrast, is found only here and in late

Byzantine sources. axav&aX7]0pov would seem to be expected,

being attested at Aristophanes and then in Pollux (twice) and

perhaps in Phrynichus.43 That would make that form of the
word an Atticism, and - to move briefly into hypothetical
argument via analogy - it is tempting to think that axav&dcX-/] has

come to Alciphro through a source no longer available to us and
thus that it too has a good classical pedigree, although in this case

one we cannot see.44 (22) tjTacpuXz] is attested in early epic45 and
is rare outside of it. pa£, by contrast, appears to be Attic,46 as is

ol'vapov (also picked up by Timaeus in his Lexicon).47 This
section of the Epistle thus looks like a learned cluster of related

vocabulary drawn from a source similar to whatever lies behind
Poll. 1, 243 àpwuéXou tJTacpuXal xod ßoTpuep, xod om' auxcov ai
(jTacpuXiSeç xal ai «jTacpiSeç "grapevine clusters (staphulai) and
bunches of grapes, and from these words grape-bunches
(staphulides)"; 6, 21 oc~6 8' oi'vou xai oLvàvôai ai apjreXoi xai
oLvapa xà cpuXXa "from wine (oinos) grapevines are oinanthai, and
the leaves are oinara (23) The combination xai où povov is

found in Thucydides, the orators, Xenophon, and Plato,48 but
not before them. Lucian has it three times, once followed by àXX'

7]'St) xai but generally by àXXà xai, as in the classical period,
while Aelian has it five times, generally with àXXà xai or a variant
thereof.49 All this suggests that the phrasing was tagged as an
Atticism and as worthy of imitation. The same is true of the

Eur. Andr. 412; Thuc. 6, 21, 2; Xen. Eq. 10, 9; Dem. 12, 7; Arist. Gen. an.
716b29.

43 Ar. Ach. 687; POLL. 7, 114 (both in reference to mousetraps) ; PHRYN.

PS fr. 351* de Borries axavSaXyjOpa- xai axâvSaXa Xéyoumv (from Photius).
44 But see the discussion that follows.
45 E.g. Hom. II. 18, 561; Od. 5, 69.
46 Soph. fr. 398, 2 Radt; Pl. Leg. 845a; e.g. Arist. Hist. an. 552b20; e.g.

Theophr. Hist. pi. 3, 17, 6.
47 E.g. Cratin. fr. 269, 2 K.-A.; Xen. Oec. 19, 18; Theophr. Caus. pi. 5, 4,

1. Cf. Tim. Lex. o 2.
48 Thuc. 8, 68, 4; e.g. Xen. Mem. 1, 7, 2; e.g. Pl. Symp. 206a; Isae. 2, 43.
49 Lucian. lud. voc. 11 (followed by àXX' tJSt) xai); Vit. auct. 23; Laps. 2; e.g.

Ael. NA 16, 20; VH 3, 13.
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combination àAA' tjSt] xou, which is also found in Attic prose50

but not before. (24) ôXoxÀTjpoç is fourth-century Attic vocabulary,

common in comedy and in Plato and Aristotle.51 Lucian has

it twice,52 suggesting that it too was treated as approved vocabulary.

(25) xocTayyeXXco is first attested in Xenophon and Lysias,53

and is perhaps used by Alciphro on that basis. (26) yvcopiStov is

attested three times in Aristophanes54 and thereafter first here
and in Lucian.55 Even more striking, Lucian also has the phrase
yvcopiSia xal 7tpoßouAeufjiaTia, and 7tpoßouAeufjiaTiov is attested
nowhere else. Alciphro and Lucian are thus almost certainly
drawing the combination ofwords from the same - presumably
Atticist - source, and TtpoßouXeup.xuov must have been attested
somewhere in fifth- or fourth-century literature, most likely
(given the diminutive form and the deteriorative sense) in comedy.

(27) auveycoç is an Atticism, used for example by Eupolis,
as we know from Photius,56 showing that the word was of interest

to the lexicographers. (28) S7ul vyc Iïvuxoç and S7ul touç
IvSexa are bits of Attic topographic/political color of the sort
one would expect to be drawn from a source similar to Harpo-
cration, and an example of what Schmitz calls "material
classicism".57 (29) CTxaioTT]? is fifth/fourth-century vocabulary,58 and
Lucian has it as well,59 suggesting that it was recognized as such.

That axouoT7]T<x Tpo7tou is an echo specifically of axaioTYjTa

50 Thuc. 6, 86, 4; Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 16; Isoc. 4, 140.
51 In comedy at e.g. PL. Com. fr. 188, 9 K.-A.; Anaxandr. fr. 40, 10 K.-A.;

in Plato at e.g. Phdr. 250c; in Aristotle at e.g. Hist. an. 585b36.
52 Lucian. Macr. 2; Philops. 8.
53 Xen. An. 2, 5, 38; Lys. 25, 30.
54 Ar. Eq. 100 (with pouXeufi.drn.ov, diminutive of pouXeupa "purpose, plan");

Nub. 321; fr. 727 K.-A. (from Phrynichus).
55 Lucian. Par. 42.
56 Eup. fr. 485 K.-A. (drawn from Phot, a 754). But see the discussion,

where this claim is challenged and rephrased.
57 Schmitz (2004) 92-93. For the Pnyx, see also Alciphr. 3, 25, 3; e.g. Lucian.

Bis acc. 9. For the Eleven, e.g. Lucian. Bis acc. 5; Iupp. conf. 16 with scholia-,
Harp, a 167; 7t 21.

58 Soph. Ant. 1028; Hdt. 7, 9, 2, p; Thuc. 4, 80, 3; Pl. Resp. 41 le; Dem.
6, 19 axaioTTjToc Tporaov.

59 Lucian. Tim. 44.
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xpoTTcov at Dem. 6, 19 is worth considering, given that the
words never occur together elsewhere before the Roman period.
(30) SeivoTYjç is likewise fifth/fourth-century vocabulary,60 in
this case attested exclusively in Attic prose, and Demades actually

refers once to Demosthenes' Seivott]? tow pYjpaTcov.61 Once

again, moreover, Lucian has the word, in this case seven times.62

(31) Exclamatory xod tocGtoc (properly "and at that!") is another
Atticism, which is used repeatedly by Alciphro as well as by
Lucian.63 Here it seems to be misusedwhich might be taken to
suggest dependence on a half-understood model or handbook.
(32) XÀE7TTLÇ, finally, is found before this only in Herodian,
who knows it as an accentual oddity. But Herodian has got the
word from somewhere, meaning that Alciphro has not invented
it but has taken it over from a literary source.

Whether the points made above render Alciphro's Episdes

more intriguing reading is a matter of individual taste. The analysis

nonetheless suggests that among the interests of the letters

may have been not only what they say but also how they say
it in terms of vocabulary, phrasing, and incidental references.

Behind this style ofwriting, moreover, seem to lurk not so much
primary sources as learned collections of 'good' words, expressions,

and constructions drawn from or authorized by authors
such as Herodotus, Sophocles, Euripides, Plato, Demosthenes,
and the comic poets; paroemiographers; and historians of the

quotidian details of Athenian life in the classical period and of
the associated vocabulary. And all of this implies an audience

similarly familiar with such material and capable of appreciating
how it is put to use, although with no obvious interest in original
context. Compare 2, 24 (Gemellos to Salakonis) :

TL tocôtoc, & (1) EaXaxcovîç, (2) ÛTtepïjcpavelç (3) TaXaiva;
oùx syw as de, (4) TOÜpyaaTr)piov xa0Y]ftiv7)v Tcapà tov (5) àxe-
GTr]V tov (6) êTepôjToSa àv£iÀofi,Y]v, (7) xal TaÛTa (8) Xà0pa

60 E.g. Thuc. 3, 59, 1; Antiph. 5, 5; Pl. Tht. 177a; Isoc. 3, 43.
61 Demad. fr. 79 (of Demosthenes). But see the discussion.
62 E.g. Lucian. Alex. 4.
63 E.g. Ar. Ach. 349; e.g. Alciphr. 2, 24,1; 2, 26, 2; e.g. Lucian. Iupp. trag. 6.
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t% jju)Tp6ç, xal xaOdtTisp Ttvà (9) êTiixXrjpov (10) êyYur)Tr)v
àyayofxsvoç ly«; ^ <ppuocTTY], (11) xaiSiaxapiov eÙTeXéç,
xal (12) xixXIÇooaa xal fxcoxcofxévY) fxs (13) SiaTeXelç. (14)
où jraôar), TaXaiva, vïjç àyepwxlaç; syw aoi tov épaemrçv

Ssctti6ty]v xal (15) xàxpuç £7Ù xwv àypwv cppûyeiv àva-

yxaaco, xal tots (16) eïay) 7ra0oöaa (17) ol xaxûv aauTrjv
èvéaeicraç.

"Why, Salakonis, are you so disdainful, wretch? Didn't I carry
you off when you were sitting in the workshop with the lame
tailor, and without my mother knowing it at that? And aren't
I now keeping you as if you were an heiress to whom I am
engaged? But you, you cheap little slave, puff yourself up and

go on tittering at and mocking me. Put a stop to your
insolence, wretch! I'll show you that your lover is your master, and
I'll force you to roast barley in the countryside; then you'll know
by sad experience the sort of trouble you've plunged yourself

»into.

For the modern reader, this is a disturbing letter - Gemellos
has paid good money for Salakonis and is writing to express his

outrage that she is unenthusiastic about him forcing himself

upon her sexually. The ugliness of the situation becomes even
more obvious in Epistle 2, 25, in which Salakonis writes back

to say that she loathes Gemellos' hairy body and foul breath
and has decided to hang herself rather than submit to him
again. As for the language with which Gemellos expresses himself

and its apparent sources: (1) 2aXaxcov(ç is from rraXdxcov,
which Aristotle uses for a pretentious person, while Hermippus
has (jscjaXaxcimapivYjv in his Iambs and Aristophanes uses the

compound fhaaaXaxamÇco.64 The scattered evidence thus
suggests that this is ill-attested Attic vocabulary - precisely the sort of
expressive rarity one would expect a lexicographer to collect - and

it thus cannot be an accident that Alciphro also has cognate
aaXax&ma at 4, 18, 4. (2) Û7tep7]cpavéco is a Homeric rarity65
and then shows up in Hellenistic and Roman-era authors,

64 E.g. ARIST. Eth. Eud. 1233b 1 aaXaxcov; HERMIPP. Iamb. 3, 2 West aeaa-
XaxcovL(T[xevY]v; Ar. Vesp. 1169 St,a(yaXaxcovLC70v.

65 A Homeric hapax at II. 11, 694 tocuÖ' i)7r£pY)9aveovT£<;.
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presumably on that basis; Pollux disapproves of it,66 which
shows that its status was a matter of discussion and presumably
that some authorities recommended it, while others did not.
For my purposes the word is interesting because it points to
another stratum of learning - Homeric vocabulary, also a topic
of intense Hellenistic and Roman-era scholarly inquiry - on
display within the Epistles. (3) xocAouva is typically tragic vocabulary,

from which it is taken over occasionally into comedy.67

Alciphro has the word again in this same letter and three more
times as well, while Lucian uses it once.68 (4) epyactT^pLov,
a generic word for a commercial workspace, is first attested
in Herodotus, Attic prose, and comedy,69 and seems to be an
example of a rare word of the type a lexicographer might pick
up. (5) àxearrçp is attested in the classical period only at Xen.
Cyr. 1, 6, 16; that the word was judged interesting by Hellenistic

and Roman-era scholars is apparent from the fact that
Pollux mentions it and Phrynichus identifies it as an archaism
for common yTryTyp.70 This is thus a clear example of a rare
Atticism making its way from a fourth-century author to the
lexicographers, and from the lexicographers to second- and

third-century authors, as witness the fact that Lucian also has

àxear^p not just once but four times.71 (6) ÉTepoTtoup is attested
before this only in Philostratus' Lives of the SophistsJ2 a text
written in a pointedly Attic style, meaning that neither Alciphro
nor Philostratus is likely to have coined it. The closest parallel

appears to be ETspotpbaXpop ("one-eyed"), which is used by
three fourth-century Athenian authors and was of interest to

66 POLL. 9, 146 TO Sè pTjpa TO Ù7tep7)cpaveïv oùx e7Tatvö.
67 In tragedy at e.g. Aesch. Ag. 1247; Soph. El. 450; Eur. Supp. 941; Hipp.

841. In comedy at e.g. Ar. Tbesm. 690.
68 Also Alciphr. 2, 14, 2; 4, 5, 1; 4, 9, 5; cf. Lucian. Dial, meret. 12, 2.
69 Hdt. 4, 14, 1. In Attic prose at e.g. Xen. Hell. 3, 14, 7; Aeschin. 1, 124;

Dem. 25, 52. In comedy at Ar. Eq. 744; Antiphan. fr. 22, 3 K.-A.
70 Poll. 7, 42; Phryn. Eel. 64 Fischer.
71 Lucian. Fug. 17; Pseudol. 9; Nigr. 25; Dial. D. 18, 1.
72 Philostr. US 1 p. 515, 7.
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Phrynichus (who approves of it).73 The obvious conclusion is

that this is another rare Attic word recommended by the
lexicographers on the basis of an original from the classical period
that no longer survives. (7) I have already discussed xod tocutoc,
which in this case is used correctly. (8) The combination XocOpp

[...] p.7]Tpoç is attested elsewhere only at Soph. 07"787 XxOpx
§è piTjTpoç xod 7taTpoç 7topeuopiaL "I made my way in secret
from my mother and my father", a sufficiently famous text that
it is easy to believe that Alciphro or his source is referring
directly to it. Be that as it may, Xocöpqc + a genitive object with
a definite article is otherwise restricted before the Roman period
to one appearance in Xenophon, one in Plato, and Xocôpçc TTjcr&e

yvjç "in secret from this land" in Euripides.74 Lucian, meanwhile,
has Xocöpp 1% I lyveXoTtyç,75 suggesting again a taught sense of
'good style' shared with Alciphro. (9-10) È7rixXY]poç is a technical

Athenian legal term, the sort of word one would expect to
be collected by an authority like Harpocration. It is used three
other times by Alciphro, including at 1, 6, 1 with èyyuTjrrjç as

part of a quotation of the Attic marriage formula, and is

patently a deliberate antiquarian touch.76 eyyuyryc for its part
is attested first in Herodotus and is then extremely common in,
although not confined to, Attic prose;77 Lucian and Aelian
both have it.78 (11) TOxiSiaxàpiov sùtsXéç seems to recall Men.
Mis. fr. 2, 1 TOXiSiaxapiov pe xaxaSeSouXcox' sÙtsXÉç "a cheap
little slave girl has enslaved me", which is one of only two
known instances of the noun in the classical period and appears
to be echoed also in Clement ofAlexandria's Miscellanies 2, 15,
64 and Arrian's Digest of Epictetus 3, 25, 6, making it clear
that the passage was well-known. Lucian has rcaiSmxapiov at

73 ÉTepocpôaÀfioç: Dem. 24, 140; e.g. Arist. IA 7l4a7; Demad. fr. 32. Cf.
PHRYN. Eel. 107 Fischer p.ov6cp0aXp.ov oùx èpeïç, àXX' ÉTepocpOaXfAov.

74 Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 2; Pl. Lys. 211a; Eur. fr. 1132, 38 Kannicht.
75 Lucian. Ver. hist. 2, 29.
76 Also Alciphr. 3, 22, 2; 3, 28, 4.
77 E.g. HdT. 1, 196, 3; Isae. 3, 78 ^ èyyuTjTY) yuvvj.
78 Ael. fr. 103; Lucian. Hermot. 77; Vit. auct. 1; Catapl. 10.
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Dial. mort. 22, 7, suggesting again that he regarded the word
as good classical vocabulary. (12) xtyXtÇco and pcoxocopou appear
together at two other points in Alciphro and in the same
order,79 making this something like a fixed phrase for him and

likely one he was taught. xLyXtÇco is attested first in Aristophanes

and appears in Aelian in a thematically related passage.80

Moeris disapproves of the verb, which leaves no doubt that its
status as good Attic vocabulary was a matter of interest to the
lexicographers.81 pcoxaopou is not attested in what survives of
Attic literature, but is found in Aelian;82 it too may thus hark
back to a now lost source, explaining Alciphro's apparent sense
that it and xtyXtÇco work well together. (13) SlocteXéco +

participle is common in Herodotus and Attic (see LSJ s.v. II),
as well as in Lucian,83 and is probably another example of
approved style. (14) où 7r<xù<7Y] [...] 1% àyepcoyfaç; finds a
close parallel at 1, 6, 4 7t£7tocu<jo 1% àyepcoyjaç, suggesting
reliance (perhaps through a learned intermediary) on a common
model. Alciphro also uses où 7tocù<7Y] + gen. at 4, 3, 1, making
this look like a set phrase, and the construction is apparently an
Atticism and was likely identified as such in one of his sources.84

(15) For xàypuç [...] tppùyeiv, cf. Cratin. fr. 300, 2 K.-A. cppù-

youaiv 7]'&7] toc? xàypuç, the only other example of the combination

before Galen (himself actively involved in research on

79 Alciphr. 3, 42, 3 (also with thematic similarities); 4, 6, 3.
80 Ar. Nub. 983; Ael. Ep. rust. 11. Also Ar. fr. 347, 4 K.-A.; Theoc. 11, 78;

Herod. 7, 123.
81 Moer. x 19. Cf. AB p. 271, 30 - Et. Magn. p. 516, 17 (defining xiyÀÎÇto

as a "whorish laugh").
82 Ael. NA 1, 29.
83 E.g. Lucian. Sat. 36.
84 où 7taù(T7) + gen. in classical texts at Eur. Med. 93-94; Bacch. 1360-1361;

Eup. fr. 108, 1 K.-A.; Ar. Lys. 1160; Isoc. 4, 11; àyéptoyoç is attested in Homer
(e.g. II. 2, 654; Od. 11, 286) and other early poetry (e.g. Hes. fr. 150, 30 M.-W.;
IBYC. fr. S192b, 14; PlND. Nem. 6, 33), and is apparently glossed by Phrynichus
(PS fr. 58*, 1 de Borries ayeptoyop- yaùpoç, oepvoç, Opaaùç, ù-Kspô-Knrjç). That
Alciphro has àyeptoyîa also at 1, 6, 4; 3, 31, 2; 4, 6, 3, that Philostratus uses it
repeatedly (e.g. VA 2, 28), that Aristaenetus (1, 22, 2) has it as well, and that the
lexicographer Eudemus glosses it (3, 30 Niese), combines to suggest that the
word was found in a canonical text lost to us.
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Attic vocabulary);85 Pollux and Aelius Dionysius (in glosses

on cppuyexpov "roasting vessel" and xàypuç, respectively);86 and
Moeris (who identifies xdcypuç as an Atticism, although the
word is also attested in Hippocrates).87 (16) eur/j [...] ol xxxwv
appears to be modeled on or inspired by Eur. Med. 1306 &

tAy)[aov, oùx oTctO' ol xaxcov IX^AuOap "Wretch, you do not
know what point of troubles you have reached", the only example

of oï xaxwv attested before this. The combination is also

found three times in Xenophon of Ephesus and in later writers,
suggesting that it was a taught phrase.88 (17) ol [...] aaur/jv
èvécreLcraç, finally, seems modeled on or inspired by the odd and

unexpected use of the verb at Soph. Ant. 1273-1274 \xz [...] /
sv &' eaenrev àyplotiç ô&olç "he shook me onto savage paths".

Epistle 2, 24 thus reinforces the impression created by 2, 19

in regard to Alciphro's language. The vocabulary and seeming
set-phrases used in the letter go back insistently to Atticisms
and in one case to a Homeric rarity, and in a number of cases

can be traced without much question to specific fifth/fourth-
century texts available today, suggesting that there were other
models we can no longer detect (for example for ÉTepoTtouç or
for the combination of xiyAi^co and pcoxocopou). And while the
evidence for this is badly fractured and inadequate, the combination

of the emphatic use of many of the same words in other
Roman-era authors with stylistic tendencies similar to Alciphro's
and the appearance of a number of them in what remains of the

lexicographic tradition makes it a reasonable hypothesis that

Alciphro is drawing for the most part not on complete tragedies,
comedies, historical texts, and the like but on secondary scholarly

work.

85 Gal. 19, 11, 3-4 Kühn.
86 POLL. 1, 246 9puy£Tpov, <£> tocç xà^puç £9puyov; Ael. Dion, x 17 xà^puç-

xpiOal 7T£9puy[X£vai.
87 Moer. x 18 xà/puç Ättlxol- xpiöai 7T£9puy[X£vai "EXXyjveç. For xà^puç,

also Ar. Nub. 1358; Vesp. 1306; e.g. Theophr. Hist.pl. 3, 14, 1; Hippoc. Morb.
3, 17,32 7, 158, 17 Littré.

88 Xen. Eph. 1, 3, 4; 5, 7, 5; Heliod. Aeth. 8, 6, 6; 9, 3, 6.
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These conclusions are supported by Epistle 2, 22 (Hyle to
Nomios) :

(1) 0a[jwÇeiç sic, occttu xaTiaiv, &> Nopis, xal tov àypov (2) oùS'
àxapîj Oéàecç èpav- (3) àpyàç Sè ^ yvj (4) x*lpeûouaa xwv
IxTIOVOUVTCüV, SyCû SÈ (5) olxOUpâj gOVY] fASTa T% (6) ZÛpCCÇ (7)
àyajTYiTCÙç Ta (8) rcaiSLa (9) ßouxoXoüaa. ai» Sè y; [lev (10)
aÙTÔxpïlpa (11) peaaijrôXioç avOpwTioç (12) peipâxiov (13)
àoTixàv àvsçàvyjç. àxoua» yàp as (14) Ta TtoXXà (15) êxl Zxi-
pou xal Kepajxeixoû ScaTpcßsiv, où cpaac toùç (16) êÇcoXeaTà-

touç ayoAfi xai (17) paaTtbvr) tov ßcov (18) xaTavaXîaxeiv.

"You're always going down to the city, Nomios, and you're
unwilling to give even a glance to the farm. Our land lies idle,
bereft of men to work it, and I am tending the house alone
with Syra and taking care of the children as best I can. Meanwhile,

although you're a middle-aged person with hair already
gone part gray, you resemble a boy about town; for I hear you're
spending most of your time in Skiron and the Kerameikos,
where they say the biggest rascals waste their lives in idleness and

»
ease.

Unlike Salakonis in Epistles 2, 24 and 2, 25, Nomios does

not reply, leaving Hyle in a desperate and impossible situation.
Once again, however, my interest is in how she expresses herself
rather than in what she says. (1) 6apiÇco with a particle is found
already once in the Odyssey89 but seemingly after that first at the

opening of Plato's Republic, where Socrates is not going off to
the city but to Piraeus.90 Alciphro uses language similar to ôape-
Çecç ecç occttu xaTccov at 1, 4, 2 occttuSe ôapiÇsci; [...] cruvsopToc-
Çoucra and 2, 28, 1 sic occttu xocTocßocp, where the influence of
Od. 15, 505 èanépioç S' scç occttu cStov spà spya xocTscpc "in the

evening I will return to the city after I have inspected my fields"
is perhaps heard instead. None of this is satisfactory, but it is

difficult to escape the impression that the beginning of this
letter recalls a combination of these primary texts or others
similar to them - or, better put, secondary scholarship drawing

89 Od. 8, 451.
90 Pl. Resp. 328c d> Scoxpateç, où Sè ôapdÇsu; xaTaßoavcov s le, tov IIsl-

pata "Socrates, you don't often come down to the Piraeus to see us".
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on and analyzing them. (2) oùS' axapvj (also in Lucian;91 cf.

àxapTj once in both Alciphro and Lucian92) is attested a

handful of times in fifth/fourth-century Athenian literature,93
as is simple âxapvj, including at Antipho fr. 146 Thalheim,
which is drawn from Hesychius Photius and thus patently
from a lexicographer. Indeed, Moeris a 89 specifically identifies
the word as an Atticism, making it a reasonable conclusion that
Alciphro and Lucian have got it from a similar source. (3) For
àpyoç in the sense "fallow", LSJ s.v. (B) 1.2 cites only three

passages from fourth-century Athenian prose,94 suggesting that
this is another Atticism identified as such in antiquity. (4) r\ yvj

yvjpsuouaa tcov èxTtovouvtcov appears to be an echo of Od. 9,
124 àvSpœv yypeûsL (of Cyclops Island), which is also picked

up in Plutarch and Aelian.95 Perhaps all three authors refer
specifically to Homer, but just as likely they have got the trope
as a bit of approved rhetorical color from a secondary source.
(5) oixoupco is Attic vocabulary,96 and the fact that it is used

again by Alciphro, as well as by Lucian, Aelian, and Plutarch,97

suggests that it was recommended to them. (6) The name Hupa
is a bit ofAttic color also picked up by Lucian.98 (7) àya7rr]T<ô<;
is colloquial fourth-century Attic vocabulary99 also found at 1,

16, 2 and common in e.g. Plutarch and Aelian.100 (8) nouSta is

a fifth-century form, very common in Herodotus, comedy, and

91 Lucian. Am. 10.
92 Alciphr. 4, 14, 1; Lucian. Am. 26.
93 In addition to AnTIPH. fr. 146 Thalheim (discussed below), Ar. Vesp. 541;

Av. 1649; [Dem.] 50, 56.
94 Xen. Cyr. 3, 2, 19; Isoc. 4, 132; Theophr. Hist. pi. 9, 12, 2.
95 PLUT. Pomp. 28, 4 Aupt/jv tyjv Aya'fSa, yxjpeuouaav àvSpwv tote; Ael. NA

4, 59 àvOpwraov y/jpeuouaa.
96 First attested at Aesch. Ag. 809; subsequently e.g. Soph. Phil. 1328; Her-

mipp. fr. 46, 3 K.-A.; Pl. Resp. 451d; [Dem.] 59, 86; [Arist.] Atb. pol. 56, 4.
97 Also Alciphr. 4, 13, 19; Lucian. Nigr. 18; e.g. Ael. NA 5, 18; 9, 53;

Plut. Per. 11, 1; 34, 1.
98 Ar. Pax 1146; Philem. fr. 117,1 K.-A.; Apollod. Carystius ft. 8,1 K.-A.;

Lucian. Dial, meret. 4, 4, 5.
99 E.g. Pl. Lys. 218c; Menex. 245e; Lys. 6, 45; Isoc. 14, 41; Dem. 19, 200;

Diph. fr. 89, 2 K.-A.
100 E.g. Plut. Mot. 321c; e.g. Ael. NA5, 11.
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prose101 and used repeatedly by Alciphro,102 doubtless for that
reason. (9) LSJ s.v. 1.2 offers only one other example of ßouxo-
Aéco + person in the sense of "caring for", at Ar. Vesp. 10, where
the reference is to tending a god. A better parallel is H. Merc.
167 ßouxoAecov èpè xod crè Si.ap.7repéç "always taking care of
you and me", in which case - regardless of what one thinks of
the date of the Hymn - this must be another ofAlciphro's epic
rarities. (10) auToypTjpa is attested before this only at Ar. Eq. 78,
but is also used at 2, 26, 1 and six times by Aelian.103 Whether
the word has been drawn direct from Aristophanes or not,
therefore, it appears to be employed because it is both attested

as Attic and unusual. (11) p,e<Tai.7t6Ai.oç is a Homeric hapax
legomenon at II. 13, 361, and is attested subsequently only once
in 'Aesop'104 and in scattered Roman-era sources, including at
2, 13, 2 and Ael. NA 12, 43. This is accordingly another epic
rarity best explained as drawn from a source that collected such

words, a conclusion supported by the fact that Galen and Pollux

both treat it as a bit of recherché but useful vocabulary.105
(12) psLpdcxLov is colloquial Attic, common in comedy and
prose.106 Alciphro uses it 15 times, Lucian over 50, Aelian almost
40.107 (13) àoTLxoç is also Attic108 and accordingly draws Pollux'

attention.109 Alciphro has it five more times, Lucian four,
Aelian three.110 (14) xà noXXx in the adverbial sense "often,

101 E.g. Hdt. 2, 2, 3; Eup. fr. 261, 3 K.-A.; Ar. Lys. 99; Andoc. 1, 26; Xen.
Oec. 3, 10; Pl. Leg. 910c; Isae. 12, 3.

102 E.g. Alciphr. 1, 6, 3; 2, 8, 1.
103 E.g. All. NA 2, 44; 14, 10.
104 Aesop. Fab. 31, 1 H.-H.
105 Gal. 18b, 221, 8-10 Kühn; Poll. 2, 12.
106 First attested at Pherecr. fr. 70, 3 K.-A.; also in comedy at e.g. Eup.

fr. 104, 2 K.-A.; e.g. Ar. Eq. 556. In prose at e.g. Antiph. 2, 4, 8; Xen. Hell. 1,
2, 42; Pl. Symp. 192a; ISAE. 5, 40.

107 E.g. Alciphr. 1, 11, 1; 3, 19, 1; 3, 22, 3; e.g. Lucian. Im. \-,Philops. 37;
e.g. Ael. NA 6, 63; VH1, 30.

108 First attested at Aesch. Supp. 501, 618; Eum. 997; subsequently at Thuc. 5,
20, 1; Lys. 17, 3; Dem. 55, 11; Men. Dys. 41; also twice at Theoc. 20, 4; 20, 31.

109 Poll. 9, 17.
110 Alciphr. 1, 11, 1; 2, 5, 2; 2, 8, 3; 3, 34, 1; 3, 35, 3; Lucian. Bis acc. 11,

9; Dial. deor. 20, 7; Dial, meret. 7, 3; 15, 2; Ael. NA 4, 59; 6, 63; 8, 22.
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generally, mostly, repeatedly" appears to be an Atticism;111
Alciphro has it also at 1, 8, 1; 2, 18, 1; 2, 28, 2; 3, 34, 1, Lucian
scores of times.112 (15) stcI Hxcpou xal Kepap.ei.xo0 (meaning -
"gambling and whoring") is echoed at 3, 5, 1, where Skiron is

a district for prostitutes, as also in an entry in Harpocration
Suda citing Theopompus,113 while at 3, 12, 3 and 3, 28, 3 the

same is supposedly true of the Kerameikos.114 This is thus
another bit of Attic color drawn at least in part from the
lexicographic/antiquarian scholarly tradition. (16) è^coÀTjç is attested

once in Herodotus and is common in colloquial Attic.115 After
that, it surfaces in Plutarch;116 twice more in Alciphro, including
at 3, 18, 4 AOyjvac xal tcov AÔtçvyjcjc xußeuTtov ol l^coXecrnxTot.

"Athens and the foulest of those who shoot dice in Athens",
which appears to be closely connected to this passage; once in
Lucian;117 and twice in Aelian.118 (17) pçccttcovt] is attested in
the classical period in Herodotus and Hippocrates, and then in
Attic prose;119 the combination with ajoki] raises the possibility
that this is a specific echo of Dem. 18, 45 xà Sè tt) xa0' Tçpipav

Pçccttcovt] xal cryoÀfj SeÀeaÇopcévcov "ensnared by the ease and
idleness of their daily life", where both words are similarly in
the dative, pçccttcovt) appears again in the Roman era twice in

111
E.g. Eup. fr. 172, 4 K.-A.; Eur. Ion 239; Bacch. 486; Thuc. 1, 13, 1; 1,

78, 2.
112 E.g. Lucian. Demon. 21; VH1, 13.
113 Theopomp. FGrH 115 F 228 Sietpiflov èv Zxîpon ot xufieuovTeç "those

who shoot dice spent their time in Skiron".
114 For the Kerameikos (also mentioned at 4, 8, 11) as a place for prostitutes,

cf. Alexis fr. 206 K.-A.
115 HdT. 7, 9, 2, [1.1 ; in colloquial Attic at e.g. Eup. fr. 51 K.-A. ; Ar. Pax 1072 ;

Andoc. 1, 126; Antiphan. fr. 157, 12 K.-A.; Dem. 19, 172.
116 E.g. Plut. Mot. 13a; Pel. 26, 4.
117 Lucian. Mgr. 23.
118 Ael. fr. 123, 14; 325, 5.
119 In Ionic prose at Hdt. 3, 136, 2; e.g. HlPPOC. De arte 11, 22 6, 20, 17

Littré. In Attic prose at Thuc. 1, 120, 4; 3, 136, 7;Xen.£^.7, 19; Pl. Resp. 525c;
Isoc. 4, 36; Dem. 18, 45; 19, 219. Note also Diod. Sic. 38/39, 9; Dion. Hal.
2, 3, 3; and PLUT. Mor. 655c, combining to suggest that pçctrrwvrçv xal axoXvjv

may have come to be treated as a set phrase.
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Lucian and once in Aelian,120 as one might expect if the word
were an approved Atticism. (18) xaTavaXictxco is found in
Hippocrates and Attic prose,121 on the one hand, and in Aelian
(who has an expression very similar to tov ßiov xaTavaXinxetv),122

on the other, and was likely regarded as good fifth/fourth-cen-

tury vocabulary.
Once again, only a handful of the words and phrases noted

in this letter can be traced specifically to the lexicographic
tradition. We are nonetheless in the position of believing either
that Alciphro himself has done all the painstaking reading and

checking that would be required to assemble this combination
of rare words (including two Homeric hapax legomend) and

typical fifth- and fourth-century, mostly Attic vocabulary, or
that he has drawn most of this from elsewhere. The simpler
thesis - and thus the one to be preferred - is the second,
especially given how many of these words also show up in Lucian
and Aelian. Nor does Alciphro re-use the specific sources to
which his language can on occasion be traced in any obviously
clever way; the borrowing and adaptation is on an almost exclusively

lexical level.
Much the same is true ofEpistle 2, 20 (Thallos to Pityiskos) :

TidcvTa <piXw (1) Tpuyàv - lern yàp to xapTtwv (2) àjroSpéTte-
a0ai tcovcùv (3) apoißv) 8îxaioç - sçcapsTcoç Sè èOéXto (4) ßXft-
Tiv và (5) a[xr)vr). lytov oùv (6) aiptßXouq ôno rrj TrsTpçc,
à-jioxÀdcaaç (7) xrjpîa (8) veoyevfj (9) JtptioTov pèv toïç Gsoïç

(10) àjnr)pÇ<xp.r)v, (9bis) eiteera §è toïç ol'Aolç ûpûv (lObis)
ajrapxopai. sCTTt Sè (7bis) Xeuxà tSsïv xai (11) àjtoaTâÇovTa
(12) XißaSa«; (13) 'Attixoû péXiToç, oîov al (14) BpiXrjaaiai
Xayôveç (15) êÇavOoûai. (16) xal vûv pèv TaÜTa 7t£[A7tog£v,
(17) elç vécova Sè SÉyoto trap' (18) toutwvI xai
qSiova.

120 LUCIAN. Mere. 3 [teta tox<ty)ç xai ^SovTjç; Demon. 5; Ael. NA
7, 42.

121 E.g. HlPPOC. Epid. 2, 4, 2, 12 5, 126, 2 Littré; Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 22;
Pl. Phd. 72d; Isoc. 3, 31; Arist. Part. an. 651a22; Theophr. Hist. pl. 2, 6, 2.

122 Ael. VH3, 13 to 7tXeï(tTov toü ßiou [...] xatavaXiaxeiv "to waste most of
their life", and note also Lycurg. 1, 94; Alcid. fr. 1, 19; Dion. Hal. Lys. 25, 71.
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"I'm fond of bringing in any sort of harvest — for reaping crops
is a just return for labor - but I particularly like extracting honey
from bee-hives. Since I have some hives under the cliff, therefore,

I broke off new combs; and first I made a preliminary offering

to the gods, and then I make a gift to you, my friends. They
are light gold in appearance and drip libations of Attic honey,
the sort the flanks of Brilessos produce. I am now sending these
(to you), and next year may you receive even larger and sweeter
ones than these from us!"

Unlike the letters examined previously, 2, 20 is strikingly
upbeat and is perhaps supposed to be written by a tenant
sending his landlord an annual gift or OocXÀoç (LSJ s.v. Ill), as

Benner / Fobes suggest. As for Thallus' language: (1) Alpha-
contract vpuydcco (in contrast to the Homeric omicron-contract
xpuyoco123) is a fifth/fourth-century form124 but rare after that.
Lucian has it seven times, Aelian six,125 suggesting that Alciphro
uses it because it represents approved vocabulary with a

distinctly 'classical' resonance. (2) a7toSpe7tco is a rare poetic word
found in Hesiod and Pindar,126 and is thus precisely the sort of
item one would expect lexicographers to collect. But the use of
the middle plus genitive is odd, and the fact that Alciphro has

it again at 3, 15, 2, as does Aelian,127 may suggest a now-lost
model. (3) The combination ocpoißT) Slxouoç appears repeatedly
in Roman-era authors, including twice in the pseudo-Lucianic
Ass.128 It is attested in the classical period only at Theophr. De
piet. fr. 12, 55, which might mean that Alciphro or his source got
it from there. But this also sounds like a fixed proverbial phrase,
like xocxov è~l xaxœ at 2, 19, 3, and the obvious alternative is

that the phrase is drawn from a paroemiographer - which

123 Hom. II. 18, 566; Od. 7, 124.
124 E.g. Hdt. 4, 199, 4; Ar. Vap. 634; Pax 1339; Xen. Oec. 19, 19; Pl. Leg.

844e.
125 E.g. Lucian. Catapl. 20; VH 1, 22; 2, 14; e.g. All. NA 9, 32; 9, 45.
126 Hes. Op. 611; Pind. Pytb. 9, 110; note also Archip. fr. 50, 3 K.-A. xt)7tov

à7toSpÉ7teiç.
127 All. NA 6, 21.
128 E.g. [Lucian.] Asin. 27.
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admittedly only pushes the problem back one step. (4) ßAtarco,

by contrast, appears to be distinctly Attic,129 and is
recommended by Pollux (albeit with a definition that does not fit the
use of the word here) and glossed by Timaeus on Plato and

Hesychius (in a way that does),130 suggesting a connection to
the lexicographic tradition. (5) The impression that Alciphro
has got ßXiTTco from a lexicographer is reinforced by his use of
fjpvjvoç, which is attested first in Hesiod and thereafter repeatedly

in Attic,131 and which Pollux132 offers at the beginning of
the section that also includes ßXtTTco, and which Phrynichus
approves.133 (6) Between afjtîjvoç and ßXiTTto in Pollux, moreover,

appears plural cripßXoL, which is also found in the same
section of Hesiod as ci[ji7)voç134 and then in the singular in
Aristophanes and Aristotle135 and in the plural a number of times
in Aelian.136 Alciphro thus seems to be offering a showy cluster
of specialized vocabulary, as he does many other times in the
Epistles, '37 probably on the basis of a text resembling Pollux.
(7) This is all the more so because xyjpta Aeuxa too appears in the

same section of Hesiod,138 which has clearly served as a source
for whatever work lies behind this section of Alciphro. This is

129 E.g. Soph. fr. 778 Radt; Ar. Lys. 475; Pl. Resp. 564e; Arist. Hist. an.
627a32.

130 POLL. 1, 254 èpeïç Se (Tpïjvoç TO 7tÀ7j0oç tcöv [xeXittcov- ô Se totoç <TL|xßXoL,

to SÈ Èpyov [xeXtTTOupyetv' ßXiTTEiv SÈ to xa7rvtÇetv tàç [xeXtTTaç xai 7rotetv

àvay<opeïv "you are to refer to the mass of bees as a smênos-, simbloi are the place
[they are found], while the occupation is melittourgein-, blittein is "to blow smoke

at the bees and cause them to withdraw"; Tim. Lex. ß 10 Hsch. ß 752 ßXtTTetv-

àcpaipeïv tô péXi à—o töv xrjpiwv blitteirr. "to extract honey from hives".
131 Hes. Tbeog. 594. In Attic at e.g. Aesch. Pers. 127; Cratin. fr. 2 K.-A.;

Ar. Nub. 297; Xen. Oec. 17, 15.
132 Poll. 1, 254, quoted in n. 130.
133 Phryn. PS Epit. pp. 66, 5; 110, 14 de Borries.
134 Hes. Theog. 598.
135 Ar. Vesp. 241; Arist. Hist. an. 627a6.
136 E.g. Ael. NA 1, 58; Ep. 5, 4.
137 Similar clusters of specialized vocabulary at e.g. 2, 16, 1 tyjv ÈyÉTX7)v [...]

xai Suo Spe7tocvaç "the plow-handle and two sickles"; 2, 21, 3 oxa—àvy [...] ùno

T7) SixéXXt) xai tt) ctpuvuT) "a spade [...] the mattock and the hoe".
138 Hes. Theog. 597.
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especially the case given the extreme rarity of Aeuxrk in the
sense 'light gold', for which LSJ s. v. cites only one other example

(from Herodotus). (8) veoyev/jç is Attic vocabulary139 and

veoyevT) is a distinctly Attic form. (9) Alciphro also has izp&xov
piv [...], ETteiTa - a common combination in Attic authors140 -
at 3, 7, 4; 3, 40, 1, as does Lucian;141 this looks like another
learned stylistic gesture. (10) The repeated use of aTOxpyopoa -
attested already at Od. 3, 446; 14, 422 in reference to sacrifice
and then numerous times in fifth/fourth-century sources142 - in
what seem to be two slightly different senses is striking. Were
Alciphro a Hellenistic poet, we would inevitably read this as an
indication of the author's awareness of a learned dispute
surrounding the proper meaning of the word, which Lucian also

uses.13 (11) à7to<jTdcÇco is fifth/fourth-century vocabulary and a

poeticism in Attic,144 while (12) Aißap is also a poeticism,145

although the word is attested in Hellenistic epic as well as in
Attic146 and is thus generally high-style. (13) The reference to
Attic honey is a typical bit of fifth/fourth-century color.147 (14)
BpAYjamou Aayoveç (meaning "the slopes of Mt. Pentelikon")
finds a parallel only at Callim. fr. 552 Pfeiffer BpLÀyrjrjoû Àayo-
vectolv. Either Alciphro is echoing Callimachus - which would
expand his range of literary reference considerably - or, more
likely, both poets are recalling some famous but now otherwise

unknown text. In either case, this is clearly a deliberate

139 E.g. Aesch. Cho. 530; Soph. fr. 754, 5 Radt; Xen. Cyn. 10, 23; Pl. Sph.
259d; Antiphan. fr. 55, 4 K.-A.

140
E.g. Soph. fr. 395* Radt; Ar. Vesp. 1177; Thuc. 1, 115, 5; Isae. 3, 78.

141
E.g. Lucian. Iupp. trag. 49; Par. 11.

142
E.g. Hdt. 3, 24, 4; Eur. El. 91; Ar. Ach. 244; Xen. Hier. 4, 2.

143 Of a preliminary sacrifice at LUCIAN. Syr. D. 60.
144 E.g. Simon. 519 fr. 79, 9 Page; e.g. Hippoc. Mul. 205, 3 8, 392, 19 Lit-

tré; in Attic also at Soph. Ant. 959; Eur. Ion 1011.
145 First attested at Aesch. Pers. 613, subsequendy at e.g. Soph. Phil. 1216;

Eur. Andr. 116; Antiphan. fr. 55, 13 K.-A. ('dithyrambic' style); in prose at
Theophr. Hist. pi. 2, 4, 4.

146 Callim. fr. 250, 10 Pfeiffer; Ap. Rhod. 4, 606; 4, 1735; Nie. Ther. 61.
147 For Attic honey, e.g. Ar. Pax 252; Thesm. 1192; Antiphan. fr. 177, 1-3

K.-A.; Archestr. fr. 60, 17-18 K.-A.
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rarity. (15) e£av0eco is used by both Hippocrates148 and Attic
authors,149 and thus likely appears here as a bit of'good classical

vocabulary'. (16) xod vGv pév is found twice in early epic150

and then repeatedly in Attic.151 Alciphro has it again at 2, 34, 2,

suggesting that this is another taught combination. (17) eiç,

vécotoc is attested in the classical period in Xenophon, Theophras-
tus, and the comic poets,152 and then three times in Lucian,153
which probably means that he and Alciphro have it as an
approved Atticism. Finally, (18) the deictic iota on toutcovl is

an Atticism.
These are only four of the Letters ofFarmers. The impression

created is nonetheless that Alciphro's language is overwhelmingly
drawn from fifth- and fourth-century (primarily Athenian)
sources, with a smattering of learned epicisms thrown in. In a

number of cases, a specific model for a phrase can be identified.
But this does not appear to be a learned game of allusion to and

reworking of individual exemplars. Instead, what Alciphro is

borrowing is language of a sort nominally appropriate to
characters lodged in a make-believe late-classical Athenian world
lightly colored by its Homeric and Hesiodic predecessors. As for
the sources for this material, perhaps they come from Alciphro's
own deep, careful reading of early epic, the Attic poets and
orators, etc. - in which case we seem obliged to imagine an audience

that is similarly learned, allowing it to use its own broad,
subtle knowledge of canonical sources to make sense of the
freshly composed text before it. What tells against this thesis is

not only its inherent improbability but the fact that the readership

for which the Epistles are written is seemingly expected to
appreciate their various verbal gestures without being concerned

148 E.g. Hippoc. Epid. 2, 3, 1, 25 5, 102, 5 Littré.
149 Aesch. Pers. 821; Eur. IT 300; Thuc. 2, 49, 5; Xen. Cyn. 5, 5; Pl.

Pit. 273d; Antiphan. fr. 294 K.-A.
150 Hom. II. 24, 685; H.Ap. 326.
151 E.g. Aesch. Sept. 21; Eur. Andr. 732; Xen. An. 2, 4, 3; Pl. Men. 85c.
152 Xen. Cyr. 7, 2, 13; 8, 6, 15; e.g. Theophr. Char. 3, 3; in the comic poets

at e.g. Alexis fr. 131, 7 K.-A.
153 Lucian. Vit. auct. 1; Bis ace. 4; Hermot. 4.
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with the content of specific models. What is wanted is instead a

generic appreciation of words, phrases, customs, names, and the
like - and just enough survives of the ancient scholarly tradition
touching on these and similar matters to suggest that this tradition,

and the broader tradition of teaching and learning it represents,

is the basic resource or set of interrelated resources that lies

behind the Epistles. Like his audience, Alciphro is learned, but in
a secondary manner. He knows the vocabulary and constructions
he employs and the set of conventional cultural and literary
tropes to which he refers primarily through intermediary texts
and teachers, and the obvious conclusion is that he expects the

same of his audience. Had we more of the antiquarian and
lexicographic work on which Alciphro drew, we would be in a position

to appreciate more fully the cleverness and sophistication of
his work. But just enough of it survives to let us catch fleeting
glimpses of a significant aspect of the literary art of the Epistles.
The Letters of Farmers are not a mere collection of words.
Attention to Alciphro's language nonetheless opens up aspects
of his work that might otherwise remain invisible to us, and

helps make better sense of the author, his genre, and his time.
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DISCUSSION

A. Cassio: Texts like the letters ofAlciphro are fascinating on

many counts, especially because of the complete artificiality of
the situations described and their focus on the resurrection of
the old Attic dialect. Obviously the 'correct' preparation of such

texts posed problems, since the authors ran the risk of committing

ridiculous blunders like the à7toÀou[jievoç you mention.
In some cases the Attic models are easily recognizable, but
matters are not always so easy; for instance you mention à

propos of (jxavSdcÀT) the closest possible model, Attic axav&dcA-/]-

Opov, but çjxavSàÀT] itself seems completely isolated, and it is

hard to say what happened: a mistake? an Attic form unknown
to us? an invented hyper-sophisticated form? ocpuySdcA-/]

"almond" was the Attic counterpart of Hellenistic ocpuy&ocAov,

and I would not exclude that Alciphro decided to modify the
banal cjxdcv&ocXov by 'Atticizing it back' into Txav&xXy. In other
words, the use of invented Attic forms should not be excluded.

Another tricky instance is u7tep7]cpaveco, which is Homeric
(II. 11, 694) but seems to have enjoyed success only in post-
classical times (Polybius, the Septuagint, and Christian authors),
so that it is hardly surprising that Pollux 9, 146 advised against
it: he accepted the noun (Û7tepY]cpavfx) but not the verb (to &è

pTjpoc to Û7tepY]cpavsIv oùx etoxivco). Probably Alciphro thought
that Homer's use of it would have excused its presence in an
Attic text, but the Atticists accurately distinguished between
Homer and Attic and recommended Attic. Many Atticist texts

pose problems that are more complicated than we would like.

S.D. Olson: Alciphro is clearly playing a sophisticated literary

game, and he expects his audience to enjoy watching him
play it. Unfortunately for us, he never makes the rules of his
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game explicit, and all we can do is work them out from the
texts themselves. Homer, for example, clearly falls within the

range of authors Alciphro regards as canonical for his own
purposes, regardless of what a strict Atticist might think; what one
would like to know is how eccentric this point of view was.
That axxvSxXrj "sounded right", even if it was not, may well be

the case. If so, however, Alciphro may not have been the one
to generate it. Added to this is the fact that we do not have as

much evidence as we would like - which is to say that a great
deal inevitably escapes us, and that numerous words or turns of
phrase in the Epistles that today seem flat, puzzling or 'wrong'
might make sense if we had one more play of Sophocles or one
more speech of Lysias. All texts from antiquity, after all, are

more complicated than we would like - or at least more
complicated than we can appreciate. In this case, we see something
but not everything. Perhaps that is enough.

As for the 'complete artificiality' of the situations described
in the Epistles, the world Alcipho's characters inhabit appears to
be very much that of Attic Middle Comedy, which (so far as

we can tell from the fragments) was similarly full of rustic
farmers, obnoxious if amusing parasites, sophisticated courtesans,

hypocritical philosophers, hapless fishermen, and the like.
Whether anyone in Alciphro's time believed that Attica had
been like that hundreds of years ago is unclear. But perhaps
they did, or at least partially did, which is to say that the project

carried out in the Epistles is not so much the invention of
a world as a nominal recreation of one.

A. Vatri: Selvott]? was a technical term in Imperial literary
criticism (e.g. in Longinus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, and
Plutarch's De Herodoti malignitate). Longinus and Dionysius
(but cf. already Demetrius) use it with a specialized sense to
describe a specific rhetorical quality ("vigour", "vehemence");
in Plutarch and Dionysius himself it may be used more generi-
cally to designate "rhetorical ability". The fragment of Demades
is a nice parallel for Alciphro; but De Falco, the editor of
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Demades' fragments, considers it spurious and assigns it to a

rhetorical exercise on a Demadean theme. In this light, the

use of Selv6tt]ç in the Epistles seems to point to rhetorical
education more than anything.

S.D. Olson: This is another example of how fragile our
evidence is. If De Falco is right, the passage I have cited is not
evidence for the Attic prose character of this word but for its

reception in the Roman period. The case I am trying to build,
however, is cumulative. Other fifth- and fourth-century prose
authors appear to use Ssivott]?, whether Demades did or not;
were all those uses too to be expunged by editors, this point
would have to be struck, but others would stand; and my
overall claim is that the underlying impression of how Alciphro
operates and what he expects from his readers would not be

substantially different as a consequence.

O. Tribulato: You raise fundamental questions about the
role of imitation in Greek literary language and the extent to
which we can understand its motivations. In regard to this,
I have two questions. The first concerns methodology. In your
analysis of the words used by Alciphro you have given their
first attestation in Attic (or sometimes earlier) literature and
have highlighted how they resurface in Atticist works or in the
Second Sophistic. I wonder whether working with these two
extremes may not lead us to miss the fact that some of these

words may have a richer linguistic history, which might lead us

to doubt that they would be perceived by Alciphro's readers

specifically as Atticisms. Take the adverb cruveyœç, for instance.
What is specifically Attic about it? cruvsyôk is pervasive in Greek

prose of any age, and koine prose is no exception. Another case
is CTxu0pco7roç: what is the actual Attic hidden reference of this
word? It was used continuously in koine works, such as the

Septuagint, the New Testament, Diodorus Siculus, etc. In itself,
rrxuOpcoTroç does not strike me as learned Attic vocabulary: is a

specific passage implied?
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My second question concerns your interpretation of the purpose

of Alciphro's stylistic exercise in imitation. Is it only a

question of using 'correct' language which readers may have
found interesting or educational - or is the point to parody
Attic texts and epic by adopting their linguistic strategies? The
first strategy may be the use of marked epic and tragic language
(thus, e.g., pu&dcco, xaAouva and aôuppa) for trivial or laughable
situations in a way not dissimilar from the comic cook who
speaks in snatches of Homeric Greek. The other strategy would
be to resort to language specifically marked as comic to further
characterize the humorous aspects of these scenes. For instance,
in Alciphro 2, 19 the mix of high-brow rare words and references

to humbler settings may have been intended to create a

humorous contrast between the self-stylization of the protagonist
as a 'refined man' and his brutal conduct.

S.D. Olson: You are right that rruveyôk is more widely
distributed than I imply. Photius, patently echoing some lost
lexicographer, approves it in the sense "constantly" - which seems

to be the normal meaning in the classical period, and also how
Alciphro uses it - but not in the sense 'frequently'. The note in
Photius shows that the proper use of the word was a matter of
dispute, and that Attic authors were cited to help resolve the

question. But that is not a strong argument, and were my thesis

as a whole dependent on it, the reader would be well-advised

to be sceptical. rrxuOpco—oç is more suggestive, because the word
does first surface in Attic texts. The question becomes whether
that was enough to brand it as 'good classical vocabulary' even
if not as a pure Atticism. My own sense is that Alciphro or
his teachers or sources worked less scientifically than we
might like in this regard; a word might have a 'good pedigree'
if it first appeared and was concentrated in texts they regarded
as canonical, even if we today would question some of their
judgments.

As for your second question, my own feeling is that we do

not need to choose between the two options you outline and
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that nothing is gained from attempting to do so. One important

aspect of the humor in the Epistles is certainly the fact
that a slave on an Attic farm, for example, has the time and

ability to draft a verbally rich and beautifully expressed
description of his troubles with the local foxes: grand
language and grand models for strikingly trivial matters as

experienced by what one would on the face of it have expected to
be a very unsophisticated person. But that need not be the only
point of interest in the text, and my claim is that something
even cleverer is going on simultaneously on a different level
in the Epistles, and that this has to do with the vocabulary
and constructions themselves and how they are sourced and

deployed.

A. Willi: I like the idea that Alciphro's letters are primarily
exercices de style, and as such presuppose an in-depth familiarity
with imperial lexicography rather than an impressive
firsthand scholarly knowledge of a wide range of classical literature

per se. But I wonder whether we can confidently assert this
and whether there is not a 'middle' option, i.e. to assume that
Alciphro was indeed widely read in classical literature and had

simply acquired a near-native competence of its language in
this way. Would it really have to be a sign of serious scholarship
on his part to have learned that variety by assiduous although
potentially superficial reading?

Second, looking at the specific examples you highlight, I am
struck by Alciphro's use of seemingly Euripidean Ixtx&tjv - not
because the lexeme is remarkable as such, but because to me the
construction with an adverb in -Stjv looks like something that
would not normally be used in prose (a passive participle being
an obvious alternative). If I were right on that, it would point
to a - in my view remarkable - indifference to generic variation:
if the point was to depict how ordinary Athenians might have

written letters in classical times, did a well-educated audience

not have to object to finding a typically tragic feature within the
mix?
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S.D. Olson: It is of course impossible to know what Alciphro
read and did not read, and the answer to your first question
depends to a considerable extent on something we do not fully
understand and perhaps never will, which is the extent to
which fifth- and fourth-century Athenian texts were circulating
in the Roman world in the third century CE or so. What we
can say with a more substantial degree of confidence, is that
Alciphro's audience could not all have read and studied e.g. the
comic and tragic poets and the Attic orators in the depth and
with the care that would be required to appreciate the nuances
of the use of language in the Epistles. Put another way, someone
had studied the vocabulary of these texts and others very
carefully, whether we think that activity was carried out primarily
in the Library at Alexandria and similar institutions (as I tend
to believe) or also by Alciphro in his own working space (as

you suggest). My own impression is that Alciphro does not
write as a fluent semi-native speaker of mock-classical Greek,
but in a way that suggests a careful attention to learned rules,
hence inter alia the repetition of fixed expressions and vocabulary

items I have attempted to document both in the Epistles
and in Lucian and Aelian. But all that really matters is that the
audience for which Alciphro wrote must inevitably have had most
of their classics at second hand. I suppose this gets to your
second point as well: Did Alciphro (or Alciphro's audience)
have the linguistic sophistication to see the point regarding
exToc&7]v you raise and to object to its appearance in his prose?
The implicit answer would seem to be that they did not, even
if they were well enough informed to be certain that this was

'good vocabulary' drawn from Euripides.

L. Huitink: I have a question regarding the 'level' of the
Attic borrowings you discern. Many of them come from Middle
Comedy, but some are from tragedy and some appear particularly

recherché (e.g. zlc vecotoc, which seems a rarified expression
from the Elalbattiker Xenophon in particular). Can you give an
indication as to what sorts of Atticisms are more common,
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both in Alciphron and in late Atticizing literature as a whole?
And does an answer to that question have implications for the
'flavour' of Alciphro's letters? Of course, for Alciphro and his
readers, classical Attic was to a large extent a 'dead' language,
to be reconstructed from sources from the classical period. But
does Alciphro intend his farmers and other 'lowly' characters to
be speaking a passable imitation of'real' (vernacular) Attic of the
classical period (as conceived by Alciphro and his audience), or
is the 'fun' in part that such characters speak in a rarified and

precious (strictly literary) language?

S.D. Olson: A complete answer to your larger questions
would require a study of the Epistles as a whole, something beyond
the scope of this paper. As other participants at the Entretiens
have noted, Alciphro uses inter alia his choice of vocabulary to
paint a picture of an imaginary classical Attica, and as you
suggest, a clearer understanding of how he manipulated his

primary material would give us a better sense of what he is up
to when he does so. One striking gap, for example, involves

obscenity. What survives of fifth-century comedy leaves little
doubt that Athenians had a rich abusive lexicon of words for
body-parts, sexual acts, and the like, and there seems no reason
to doubt that the average man on the street used such language
as often as some of us do. But such words seem largely -
perhaps entirely - lacking in Alciphro, who has apparently censored
his sources in this regard or relies on sources that have done the

censoring for him. But neither is the language simply 'rarified
and precious', given the obvious delight the Epistles take in
straightforwardly 'prosaic' words for farmers' tools, fishermen's
devices, bee-hives, and the like.

F. Schironi: I am convinced by much of what you showed

us; this is certainly a time when knowledge is transmitted and

acquired through encyclopedias, compendia, and anthologies.
Many of the words you discuss, however, are not simply Attic
but occur first in Homer or Herodotus and are then used by
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Attic prose writers or poets. Does this suggest that instead of
'Atticism' we should speak of the 'classicism' of the Second

Sophistic period?

S.D. Olson: There seems little doubt that an 'Atticist' movement

was active in the Roman world at this time. But whatever
that movement is or means, you are right that Alciphro appears
to represent a slightly different phenomenon: he is interested
in and ready to use Attic vocabulary, but his lexical net is cast

more widely. It is interesting in this context to consider Athe-
naeus, whose sources also seem prepared to cite Homer,
Herodotus, the lyric poets, and the like as testimonia for approved
vocabulary, while simultaneously relying most heavily on Attic
authors and especially the comic poets. Perhaps we would do
best, as you suggest, to look for diversity rather than uniformity
in ancient intellectual and literary practice until we have sorted

through the primary material for this period more carefully
than anyone has had the time or inclination to do so far.
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